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ABOUT US
Eklavya Tutorials, enthusiastically announces itself to be the best coaching classes across the
city for the preparation of foundation classes (IX, X, & XI) Board examinations. Eklavya classes
never compromise with its serene and quality education. We don’t believe in rote learning, we do
mix knowledge in the blood of students and blend it so well that students can grasp his every
opportunity.

VISION AND MOTO
Inculcating best knowledge, providing appropriate guidance, creating a friendly environment,
recognising & exploring one’s potential is the prime moto of Eklavya Tutorial; the best coaching
classes in Lucknow. Eklavya classes holds the vision to give valued services in the ground of
education. Development and usage of the education make Eklavya Tutorials, best coaching
classes all-over the Lucknow.

OUR METHODOLOGY
CONCEPT – FOCUSSED TEACHING:Concept clearance of every disciple is a priority of Eklavya Tutorials. We believe in tightening of
roots for a better shoot. Weak concepts would never allow a student to score better in his boards.
Thus our team rstly focuses only on basic concept strengthening.

SPECIAL TEACHING TECHNIQUE:Eklavya holds a Unique Teaching Preposition. Success is an outcome of small efforts performed
regularly. Eklavya Tutorials teaches its students, in a way that we make their concept very much
clear. Competitive examinations like IIT, PMT are nothing but a deeper and enlarged application of
basic knowledge, thus, Eklavya Tutorials make its student’s concept sharper that they can clear
IIT’S and PMT’S without any further assistance.

EFFECTIVE STUDY MATERIAL:Study materials provided in Eklavya Tutorials appears to be the unit source to be successful.
Students sincerely going through these study materials would face zero di culties for cracking
the examinations.

DEDICATED & COMMITTED FACULTY:http://www.eklavyatutorial.com/prospectus/
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Eklavya is a team & experts and professionals guiding & motivating students of classes IX to XII
of ICSE, ISC and CBSE Boards and would be engineers & doctors in near future. Our team serves
beyond its capacity to provide the best education all over Lucknow. Eklavya Tutorial and our team
is ever ready to help your children, even individually whenever needed.

CONSTANT BATCH – SIZE:Eklavya Tutorials never compromises with its batch size in greed of increasing admissions as
mostly institution do batch-size will be considered in accordance with the convenience of both
faculty & students in order to promote teacher-student interaction.

REGULAR DOUBT REMOVAL:Our team treats all of its students equal in capability and hence we sit here to acknowledge every
student’s doubt as ‘Doubts’ creates hindrance to achieve one’s aim. Pre and Post Doubt clearance
session are regularly held in Eklavya Tutorials in order to make its pupils capable and stronger in
every sense.

FEEDBACK MECHANISM:Regular calling system to the absentees in order to get through their problems.
Messaging facility for informing the performance of the students to their parents/guardians.
The Online Feedback system is also available in Eklavya Tutorials.
Monthly Parent-Teacher Meet (PTM).
CCTV monitoring of every class.
Written feedback system (weekly/monthly)
We monitor each and every student by teachers as their mentor.

REVISION SESSIONS:“Practice Makes the Man Perfect”.
Regular revisions are given the topmost priority in Eklavya Tutorials. We discuss Previous Year
Question Papers (PYQ’S) for getting the exact pattern and making students well furnished.
Weekly chapter wise revision is performed in Eklavya Tutorials.
Proper revision plan for unit test and half yearly test of the students.

EXAMINATIONS:Examinations are held weekly at Eklavya Tutorials. Unit test schedules will be prior informed to
the students. Full-length exams will be taken on the monthly basis. Those students have to apply
for retest who have scored less than 60%.

MISCELLANEOUS :Cultural Activities
http://www.eklavyatutorial.com/prospectus/
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Inter-Branch Competitions
Note-Books and Assignments
AC Class Rooms

WHY EKLAVYA?
Strength-Conferring is the basic objective of Eklavya Tutorials, the best tutorial in Lucknow. We
practice persistently to develop the analytical ability of the students & shortening their aws.
Digital classrooms and projector based teaching.
Remedial Batches for weak students for building concepts.
Bridge course are conducted in Eklavya Tutorials in order to bring weak and average students in
the level of toppers.

SCHOLARSHIP / DISCOUNT
Students capability and hard-work pay Off. Eklavya Tutorials created a scholarship for the
students scoring above 90% in admission test will be offered a discount of 15% on total fee and
students scoring 75%-90% in admission test will be offered a discount of 10% on the total fee.

PROCEDURE
.

TRIAL CLASSES :One can register for trial classes by visiting our branch.
Duration of trial classes will be of – 7 days
cost of trial classes will be Rs 2000
Feel entire satisfaction about your expectations by attending 7 continuous(without break)
lectures if dissatis ed,you can take your fee back.
If you attend more than 10 lectures then the fee will not be refunded or adjusted under any
circumstances.

ADMISSION PROCEDURE :Students will be required to ll the admission form with his fee.
2 photographs and one ID proof will be needed for the attachment with the admission form.
Previous Year mark sheet.
Edit

eklavya.tutorial2018@gmail.com

http://www.eklavyatutorial.com/prospectus/

8429356268, 8429356269
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Sec 22/203 Indira Nagar, Lucknow
(Avash Vikas Parishad colony just
Opposite)

http://www.eklavyatutorial.com/prospectus/
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Eklavya Tutorial developed by P Raaj Nishad
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